Current 2011-12 Configuration
Current Structure
Spring-Ford High School

Pat Nugent

Doug Kent
12 Month

Rob Colyer
12 Month

Jeff Kollar
12 Month

Doug Reigner
12 Month

House System
Current Structure

Intermediate School

5
Kathie Kotch
12 Month

6
T.O.S.A Teacher on Special Assignment
9 Month

7th Gr Center

7
Toni Bradley
12 Month

8th Gr Center

8
Mary Pat Long
10 Month

Ed Smith

Tina Weidenbaugh

Mike Siggins
Current Structure

10 Administrators @ 12 Months

1 Administrators @ 10 Months

1 T.O.S.A. (Teacher on Special Assignment)

12 Total- Functioning in an Administrative Capacity
Proposed 2012-13 Configuration
Proposed Structure

5/6/7 Grade Center

New Principal

Mike Siggins

8th GC

House System with Principal at 5th - 7th and T.O.S.A converted to 10 Month House Principal
Proposed Structure
Spring-Ford High School

Tina Weidenbaugh

Doug Reigner
12 Month

10

11

Rob Colyer
12 Month

12

Jeff Kollar
12 Month

Pat Nugent

House System with Permanent Principal at 9th Grade and 10 Month House Principal
9 Administrators @ 12 Months

3 Administrators @ 10 Months

12 Total - Functioning in an Administrative Capacity